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Abstract
This paper provides an overview of the shard task on detecting offensive language, hate speech, and fine-grained hate speech at the
fifth workshop on Open-Source Arabic Corpora and Processing Tools (OSACT5). The shared task comprised of three subtasks;
Subtask A, involving the detection of offensive language, which contains socially unacceptable or impolite content including any
kind of explicit or implicit insults or attacks against individuals or groups; Subtask B, involving the detection of hate speech, which
contains offensive language targeting individuals or groups based on common characteristics such as race, religion, gender, etc.;
and Subtask C, involving the detection of the fine-grained type of hate speech which takes one value from the following types: (i)
race/ethnicity/nationality, (ii) religion/belief, (iii) ideology, (iv) disability/disease, (v) social class, and (vi) gender. In total, 40 teams
signed up to participate in Subtask A, and 17 of them submitted test runs. For Subtask B, 26 teams signed up to participate and 12 of
them submitted runs. And for Subtask C, 23 teams signed up to participate and 10 of them submitted runs. 10 teams submitted pa-
pers describing their participation in one subtask or more, and 8 papers were accepted. We present and analyze all submissions in this paper.
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1. Introduction
Disclaimer: Due to the nature of this work, some examples
contain offensive language and/or hate speech. This
does not reflect authors’ opinions by any mean. Our aim
is to detect and prevent such harmful content from spreading.

Detection of offensive language and hate speech is very
important for content moderation, online safety, etc. Studies
show that the presence of hate speech may be connected
to hate crimes (Watch, 2014). In recent years, there has
been a large amount of research on detecting offensive
language and hate speech in the NLP and computational
social sciences communities. Many shared tasks were
created for this purpose such as OffensEval 2020 (Zampieri
et al., 2020) to detect offensive language for five languages,
and OSACT4 (Mubarak et al., 2020a) to detect offensive
language and hate speech for Arabic.

OSACT5 shared task can be considered as an extension of
OSACT4, where the target is to identify the fine-grained
type of the hate speech in addition to detecting offensive
language and hate speech on Arabic social media using a
new dataset.

We considered any kind of socially unacceptable or impolite
content as offensive language. This includes vulgar, swear
words, and any kind of explicit or implicit insults or attacks
against individuals or groups.

Hate speech contains offensive language targeting in-
dividuals or groups based on common characteristics
such as Race (including also ethnicity and nationality),1

1We merged close types to ease the task.

Religion (including belief), Ideology (ex: political or sport
affiliation), Disability (including diseases), Social Class,
and Gender.2

The shared task has three subtasks. Subtask A involves the
detection of offensive language, and Subtask B is concerned
with detecting hate speech. Subtask C is concerned with
detecting the hate speech type.

2. Dataset
We used the data set described in (Mubarak et al., 2022)
which contains 12,698 tweets collected using emojis that
commonly appear in offensive communications. These emo-
jis are extracted from existing datasets of offensive tweets,
namely (Zampieri et al., 2020) and (Chowdhury et al., 2020).
Authors showed that using emojis is more efficient than key-
words (ex, as in (Mubarak et al., 2017)) or patterns (as in
(Mubarak et al., 2020b)) and this method can be applied to
other languages to collect a large percentage of offensive
and hate tweets regardless of their topics, dialects, or genres.
Tweets were extracted from 4.4M Arabic tweets collected
between June 2016 and November 2017 having one or more
emojis from a predefined list.

Tweets were labeled using two jobs on Appen crowd-
sourcing platform with the following quality settings:
3 judgements per tweet, 200 test questions, and 80%
threshold to pass test questions. Inter-Annotator Agreement
agreement was 0.82 (Cohen’s kappa value). In the first
annotation job (Job1), annotators classified tweets into
Offensive (OFF) or Clean (CLN). In Job2, offensive
tweets obtained from Job1 were classified into one of the

2Other hate speech types did not exist in the Arabic dataset.
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fine-grained hate speech types. Examples and statistics are
shown in Table 1.

The subtasks used the same splits as in (Mubarak et al.,
2022) for training (70% of all tweets), development (10%),
and testing (20%). For Subtask A (offensiveness detection),
the labels are: OFF or NOT_OFF, and for Subtask B (hate
speech detection), the labels are: HS or NOT_HS. For
Subtask C (hate speech type), the labels are: HS1 (Race),
HS2 (Religion), HS3 (Ideology), HS4 (Disability), HS5
(Social Class), and HS6 (Gender) in addition to NOT_HS.

Simple preprocessing steps were applied to tweets to replace
user mentions with @USER, URLs with “URL”, and empty
lines with <LF>.

3. Task Settings and Evaluation
Given the strong imbalance in class distributions in all
Subtasks, we used the macro-averaged F1-score (F) as the
official evaluation measure. Macro-averaging gives equal
importance to all classes regardless of their size. We also
used Precision (P) and Recall (R) on the positive class
(offensive or hate speech tweets) in addition to the overall
Accuracy (A) as secondary evaluation measures.

Subtasks were hosted on CodaLab platform at the following
competition links:
Subtask A: https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.
fr/competitions/2324
Subtask B: https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.
fr/competitions/2332
Subtask C: https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.
fr/competitions/2334

We allowed teams to submit up to 10 runs on the test set, and
we asked them to specify two submissions as their official
runs (primary/first and secondary/second submissions). If
they didn’t specify their official runs, the latest were consid-
ered as official. Teams had the freedom to describe the dif-
ferences between these runs in their papers which gives the
chance to examine the effectiveness of different approaches
and setups.
The official score for all subtasks was the macro-average F1
(F) of the first submission.

The shared task attracted a large number of participants. In
all, 40, 26 and 23 teams signed up to Subtasks A, B and C
respectively. From them, 17, 12 and 10 teams submitted
test runs to Subtasks A, B and C in order. Of those teams,
10 submitted system description papers and 8 papers were
accepted. Table 2 lists information about the accepted
papers, teams and affiliations.

We received 142 submissions for Subtask A including 22
failed ones (due to incorrect format). For Subtask B, we
received 70 submissions including 3 failed ones. And for
Subtask C, we received 59 submissions including 4 failed
ones. Competitions were open from March 1st, 2022 until
March 30th, 2022. The test sets were available starting from
March 26th, 2022.

4. Results and Methods
The highest F1 score for Subtask A was 0.852 (Accuracy
= 0.867, Precision = 0.856, and Recall = 0.848) achieved
by GOF team (Mostafa et al., 2022). For Subtask B, the
highest F1 was 0.831 (Accuracy = 0.941, Precision =
0.869, and Recall = 0.801) achieved by iCompass team
(Ben Nessir et al., 2022). And for Subtask C, the highest F1
was 0.528 (Accuracy = 0.919, Precision = 0.548, and Recall
= 0.531) achieved also by iCompass team (Ben Nessir et
al., 2022).

Most teams performed basic to extensive data preprocessing,
which typically involved character normalization, removal
of punctuation, diacritics, repeated letters, and non-Arabic
tokens. As for learning methods, the teams used different
fine-tuned transformer versions, such as mT5, AraBERT,
ARBERT, MARBERT, AraElectra, QARiB, Albert-Arabic,
AraGPT2, mBert, and XLMRoberta.

The highest ranking submissions used an ensemble of differ-
ent transformers. Table 3 briefly lists the preprocessing and
learning methods used by different teams. Tables 4, 5, and 6
list the results of all the teams for Subtasks A, B, and C in
order ranked by F1-measure (F).

5. Conclusion
This paper presented an overview of the OSACT5 shared
task on offensive language and hate speech detection in the
Arabic Twitter sphere. The shared task consists of three
subtasks: A, B, and C. The most successful systems in
the shared task performed Arabic specific preprocessing,
with the winning system for hate speech detection (subtask
A) performing an ensemble of different machine learning
approaches, while the the winning system for offensive lan-
guage detection (subtask B) used a multi-task of different
pre-trained language models, and finally, the winning sys-
tem for the detection of the fine-grained type of hate speech
detection (subtask C) used task specific layers that were
fine-tuned with Quasi-recurrent neural networks (QRNN).
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Table 1: Statistics and examples from the annotated corpus
Class/Subclass # % Example
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As you are a resident, shut up and let original citizens speak. Swallow, plumber!
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This dwarf got two prizes, but he does not know how to express.

Team Affiliation Subtasks
aiXplain (Alzu’bi et al., 2022) aiXplain Inc, USA A
iCompass (Ben Nessir et al., 2022) iCompass, Tunisia A, B, C
AlexU-AIC (Shapiro et al., 2022) Alexandria University, Egypt A, B, C
CHILLAX (Makram et al., 2022) Helwan University, Egypt A, B
GOF (Mostafa et al., 2022) Helwan University, Egypt A
GUCT (Elkaref and Abu-Elkheir, 2022) German University in Cairo, Egypt A
Meta-AI (AlKhamissi and Diab, 2022) Meta, USA A, B, C
UPV (de Paula et al., 2022) Universitat Politecnica de Valencia, Spain A, B, C

Table 2: List of participating teams in Subtasks A, B, and C (alphabetical order)
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Makram, K. H., Nessim, K. G., Abd-Almalak, M. E.,
Roshdy, S. Z., Salem, S. H., Thabet, F. F., and Mohamed,
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Mostafa, A., Mohamed, O., and Ashraf, A. (2022). Gof
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(offenseval 2020). arXiv preprint arXiv:2006.07235.
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Team Preprocessing Methods
aiXplain (Alzu’bi et
al., 2022)

For the textual part of the tweet, they apply
the following transformations sequentially
on each tweet: 1. Remove URLs and men-
tions, 2. Remove diacritics and tatweel, 3.
Remove punctuation.
For the Emojis part, they translated emo-
jis in a tweet to Arabic using (Junczys-
Dowmunt et al., 2018) English to Arabic
model. For some emojis, they inferred their
intended meaning and provided their trans-
lation using the team’s expertise in the Ara-
bic language and the colloquial dialect used.
Additionally, they extracted the relevant
emojis from each tweet and used a classifier
to predict their sentiment individually.
They also used data augmentation (Semi-
Supervised Learning and Contextual Aug-
mentation based on Semantic Similarity).

Their system architecture involved feeding the pre-
dictions of an ensemble of classifiers combined
with relative high-level features to a final meta-
learner yielding a binary label of “OFF” to repre-
sent offensive or “NOT_OFF” to represent inof-
fensive speech. Each of the classifiers in the en-
semble consist of a final linear layer the following
pre-trained model as a backbone: AraBERTv0.2-
Twitter-large - Mazajak 250M CBOW pre-trained
embeddings - Character level N-gram + word level
N-gram TF- IDF embeddings - MUSE.
The predictions from the aforementioned models
are then concatenated into a final vector.

iCompass (Ben Nes-
sir et al., 2022)

1. Removing all non Arabic tokens, includ-
ing ones like USER, URL, < LF >. Emojis
were also removed. 2. Normalizing all the
hashtags by simply decomposing them. 3.
Removing white spaces.

Different pre-trained models were used in order
to achieve the best results when fine-tuning it in
a multi-task fashion (mT5, AraBERT, ARBERT,
and MARBERT) and task specific layers that were
fine-tuned with Quasi-recurrent neural networks
(QRNN) for each down-stream subtask.

AlexU-AIC (Shapiro
et al., 2022)

Arabic letters, punctuation and digit Nor-
malization, Hashtag segmentation, diacritic
and symbols removal and removal of re-
peated characters or emojis more than two
times

AraBERT, MarBERT v1 and MarBERT v2 with
multiple training paradigms such as: Classification
Fine-tuning, Contrastive Learning and Multi-task
Learning.

CHILLAX (Makram
et al., 2022)

cleaning: all URLs and User mentions
were removed. augmentation: generates
new tweets from the minority classes using
MARBERT Arabic model

MARBERT Arabic LM for features extraction and
Logistic Regression and Random Forest for train-
ing.

GOF (Mostafa et al.,
2022)

non-Arabic letters, punctuation marks, dig-
its, Arabic diacritics and repeated charac-
ters removal and replacing URL, @USER,
and Email with their Arabic translations
(YK
QK. , ÐY

	
j
�
J�Ó ,¡�. @P )

seven language models: MARBERT(without emo-
jis), AraBERT-Large-Twitter, QARiB, AraBERT-
Base-Twitter, MARBERT, MARBERTV2,
LightGBM(QARiB Embeddings) and ensemble
learning approach : Ensemble(LightGBM+ MAR-
BERT+MARBERTV2) ,Ensemble(AraBERT-
B-T+ MARBERT+QARiB) and Ensem-
ble(MARBERTV2+ MARBERT+QARiB)

GUCT (Elkaref and
Abu-Elkheir, 2022)

replace any instances of Twitter mentions
with “@USER” and URLs by “URL”. dia-
critics and non-Arabic letters removal.

1. calculate MARBERT’s isotropy. 2. refine MAR-
BERT’s isotropy. 3. pass refined isotropic rep-
resentations to a Bidirectional Long-Short Term
Memory (biLSTM) to be learned and perform clas-
sification.

Meta-AI
(AlKhamissi and
Diab, 2022)

user mentions are reduced to @USER,
URLs are replaced with URL , and empty
lines in original tweets are replaced with
<LF>.

the input text is encoded using MARBERTv2 and
is then passed to 3 task-specific classification heads.
Each class specific head is made up of a multi-
layered feed forward neural network with layer
normalization.

UPV (de Paula et al.,
2022)

No preprocessing six different transformer versions: Arabert, Ara-
Electra, Albert-Arabic, AraGPT2, mBert, and
XLMRoberta. In addition, two ensemble meth-
ods were employed: Majority vote and Highest
sum

Table 3: Methods used by different teams (alphabetical order)
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First Submission Second Submission
Team A P R F A P R F
GOF (Mostafa et al., 2022) 0.867 0.856 0.848 0.852 0.864 0.853 0.844 0.848
Meta AI (AlKhamissi and Diab, 2022) 0.860 0.846 0.843 0.845 0.852 0.839 0.834 0.836
aiXplain (Alzu’bi et al., 2022) 0.858 0.845 0.840 0.843 0.864 0.852 0.847 0.849
AlexU-AIC (Shapiro et al., 2022) 0.856 0.842 0.839 0.841
iCompass (Ben Nessir et al., 2022) 0.854 0.841 0.837 0.839 - - - -
UPV (de Paula et al., 2022) 0.837 0.821 0.818 0.819 0.841 0.824 0.831 0.827
CHILLAX (Makram et al., 2022) 0.803 0.784 0.779 0.781 0.740 0.716 0.723 0.719
GUCT (Elkaref and Abu-Elkheir, 2022) 0.765 0.742 0.750 0.745 - - - -
BASELINE 0.651 0.325 0.500 0.394 - - - -

Table 4: Subtask A results

First Submission Second Submission
Team A P R F A P R F
iCompass (Ben Nessir et al., 2022) 0.941 0.869 0.801 0.831
Meta-AI (AlKhamissi and Diab, 2022) 0.941 0.870 0.795 0.827 0.938 0.845 0.819 0.832
AlexU-AIC (Shapiro et al., 2022) 0.937 0.855 0.787 0.817
CHILLAX (Makram et al., 2022) 0.891 0.728 0.809 0.759 0.869 0.694 0.792 0.727
UPV (de Paula et al., 2022) 0.925 0.845 0.711 0.757 0.932 0.858 0.751 0.792
BASELINE 0.893 0.447 0.500 0.472 - - - -

Table 5: Subtask B results

First Submission Second Submission
Team A P R F A P R F
iCompass (Ben Nessir et al., 2022) 0.919 0.548 0.531 0.528
Meta-AI (AlKhamissi and Diab, 2022) 0.926 0.551 0.508 0.519
AlexU-AIC (Shapiro et al., 2022) 0.923 0.490 0.470 0.476
UPV (de Paula et al., 2022) 0.920 0.543 0.369 0.423 0.917 0.382 0.294 0.325
BASELINE 0.893 0.128 0.143 0.135 - - - -

Table 6: Subtask C results
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